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Temple Sha’arey Shalom

Volume 40, No. 3

Celebrating Over 60 Years of Reform Jewish Commitment

Worship/Special Events
Friday, December 4
Erev Shabbat

From the Rabbi...
7:00 pm

Chanukah as a Time of Rededication
Although Chanukah does not have a Talmudic

Sunday, December 6
tractate - a book of its own - the codifiers of the
Chanukah Gift Pick Up Temple Parking Lot 10:00 am - 1:00 pm Talmud do note the holiday through a lengthy

Friday, December 11
Erev Shabbat
Chanukah Light In

7:00 pm

Saturday, December 12
Nefesh Mountain Concert
Starring Mama Doni

8:00 pm

Monday, December 13
Chanukiah Lighting and Sing a Long

5:00 pm

Wednesday, December 16
Chankiah Lighting and Sing a Long

5:00 pm

Friday, December 18
Erev Shabbat

7:00 pm

Friday, December 25
Erev Shabbat

7:00 pm

discussion, debating the laws of lighting the
Chanukiah. The schools of Shammai and Hillel
both weigh in about the direction of lighting the
Chanukiah and whether we begin with the
Chanukiah completely lit and remove candles
daily or whether we begin with one candle and
build up to the beauty of the flaming Chanukiah.
And the question is asked about the time of
lighting the Chanukiah. The answer is given in
Tractate Shabbat 21a where the text determines
that it is “best to light the candles at nightfall,
when the last customers are leaving the
marketplace. Light one candle the first night, and
increase the number every night thereafter, for
we opt for the growing sense of wonder and not
its diminution.”
Lighting the Chanukiah proclaims the miracle of
the Temple’s restoration in Jerusalem after the
Syrians destroyed it. In fact, the Chanukiah is
designed to resemble the seven-branched
menorah as described in the Torah and installed
in the Temple. Rather than seven-branches, our
Chanukiot have added branches not only to
represent the eight days of Chanukah but also to
serve as the Shamash, the helper candle. The
Chanukiah is to be placed in a window for all to
take pleasure in the radiant light.
Continued on next page

Shabbat Study Minyan Weekly - 9:15 am

CHANUKAH EVENTS
Page 3

LIGHTING THE CHANUKIAH
Page 7 & 8

TRICKY TRAY
Page 13
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From the Rabbi...
We think of how much has changed since we
last celebrated Chanukah: we closed, we reopened, we sold out building and are in the
process of searching diligently for a new
landing spot, over 241 thousand Americans
have lost their fight with Covid-19 and we
have been advised that another tide is coming
again. We have been oarless in this fight
against covid. So what in this pandemic world brings us light
- the thought of a new president who has a plan to control
this disease, who has already put a committee of
professionals in place. There is light when we consider our
future as a synagogue and moving together to make a new
home which will bring our special warmth to the greater
Union County. We can dream of a synagogue that can be a
spiritual home to expand body, mind and soul. There is the
light of hope that when an inoculation comes, we may be
able to see families who are far away and eat meals at the
same table.
As we light our Chanukiot, we are to think of all the miracles
in our lives and celebrate our freedom as modern Reform
Jews. We are able to place the lights of Chanukah in our
windows without fear of persecution. We are able to place
the lights of Chanukah in our windows with pride, with
security, with great joy.

Please let the
Office know if there is anyone
in the Congregation that is sick, in the
hospital, or if there is a death in
the Congregation.
You can email the Temple office
scroll@shaarey.org
or
email the Rabbi at
rabbirenee@gmail.com

The Hebrew word Chanukah means dedication. There is no
better time to rededicate ourselves to Jewish learning,
praying and soul work. I can’t begin to count the number of
online classes to learn to read Hebrew, or the thousands of
classes and lectures on anything you want to know about
Judaism. As we are on-line, pray with us and visit synagogues
the world over to see what they do. If you see something
that you like, please let us know so that we can try it at TSS.
Learn to meditate (we will be offering short, meditations
three days a week at different times so that we can all
breathe), take a walk, read, join an on-line book group (we
will be offering one soon).
There is a wonderful story told about the Kotzker Rebbe.
One of his Hasidim came to him distraught because he was
unable to find God. The man searched high and low, and was
constantly in motion, trying to catch a glimpse of The
Creator. The Kotzker advised the man to take a deep breath
and open the window, declaring that we need to make space
to allow God to enter our lives.
May the lights of the Chanukiah inspire us to reconnect with
places and people of holiness and remind us that we live
among miracles.
Rabbi Renee

PLEASE NOTE!
Please note the next Scroll will be for
January!
THE DEADLINE FOR THE
JANUARY SCROLL ARTICLES IS
DECEMBER 8, 2020
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Cantor’s Corner...
NOTES FROM THE CANTOR
Ladino, also known as Judeo
Espagnole, originated as Castilian
Spanish, and followed the Jewish
people to places like Turkey,
Morocco, Bosnia, and eventually Israel after the
expulsion in 1492. It is a Romance language
enriched by the Semitic influences of Hebrew,
Aramaic, Arabic, and Ottoman Turkish. Today it is
spoken as a minority language in Israel, Turkey, and
a few other countries.
Ashkenazy Jews have just recently started to learn
many of the folk songs and art songs that come
from Sephardic Jewry and are in Ladino. An
example of this is on page 327 [631] of Mishkan
Tefillah, where we find a Ladino translation of “Ein
Keiloheinu” called “Non Komo Muestro Dio.”
“Eloheinu/our God” becomes “muestro Dio.”
“Adoneynu/our Lord” becomes “muestro Senor.”
“Malkeynu/our Ruler” becomes “muestro Rei,” and
“Moshieynu/our Redeemer” becomes “muestro
Salvador.”
Other famous Jewish songs in Ladino include
“Cuando El Rey Nimrod” which weaves a villainous
persecuting king named Nimrod midrashically into
the Abraham story and runs slightly differently than
the Torah narrative in that a mohel is present on
the eighth day after Abraham’s birth even though
the Torah tells us that he was an old man when he
was circumcised. As the song progresses, we realize
that the song’s narrative about Abraham’s birth
and his parents’ flight from Nimrod is one that is
influenced to run parallel to a story told by another
religion about someone else.
The refrain of the song goes:
"Avraham Avinu, Padre querido, Padre bendicho,
luz de Yisrael."
(“Abraham, our Patriarch, blessed father and light
of Israel.”

Another song is a wedding song called “Scalerica
De Oro” in which the guests wish the bride a
hearty “mazal bueno.” This song also quotes from
the Song of Songs.
The refrain to “Scalerica De Oro” goes:
“Venimos a ver, venimos a ver I gozen y logren y
tengan muncho bien.”
(“We’ve come to see. We’ve come to see.
May they have joy and prosper and be very
happy.”)
There is also a beautiful romantic love song called
“Loz Bilbiicos” which means “The Nightingales,” in
which the word for nightingale is taken from
the Persian/Turkish word, “bulbul.”
There is also the ever popular Chanukah song
“Ocho Kandelikas” by Flory Jagoda from the Jewish
community of Sarajevo, Bosnia, in which the
Chanukah treats consist of almond horns with
honey.
Ladino songs, like Yiddish songs, are an important
component of our vast treasury of Jewish Music.
Cantor Jason Rosenman
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From the President...
The secular year 2020 is
almost over. For many it was a
year filled with anxiety fueled
by the uncertainty over the
consequences of the Covid-19
pandemic,
the
national
election and the future of Temple Sha’arey Shalom.
However, the year also included the opportunity for
TSS to continue as a family. At this time I am truly
grateful and need to acknowledge all those who have
been my support.
I am thankful for the 99 Temple units who joined
TSS.02.

Thank you Temple Board and Exec Board for not
complaining about the many extra meetings our
responsibilities (selling the Temple building and
starting TSS.02) required.
Thank you Sandy Corritore, Cindy Broderick and Joey
Santos who behind the scenes do what we need to
keep us connected, our bills paid and things working.
Thank you Rabbi Renee and Cantor Rosenman who
spent hours creating our virtual High Holy Day
Services and managing our spiritual needs each week.
Thank you Ritual Committee: Rabbi Renee, Cantor
Rosenman, Pam Bain, Barry Tornick, Roz
Rosenhanst, Hy Kleinman, Laura and Ron Weening,
for all your work on the High Holy Day Services plus
the work regarding the handling of the ritual items.

Thanks to the Artifacts Committee: Bill & Sharon
Moesch, Rita Gray, Joan Lowy, Mark Sperber, Pam
Bain and Dayle Treece, for getting memorial plaques,
tree of life leaves, and playground bricks to the
rightful owners, and managing the other artifacts.

Thanks to the Religious School Director and
Staff: Mindy Rossman, Pam Bain, Amy Kass,
Sara Schwartz, Betsy Best, Amy Rosenman, and
Rabbi Renee - for engaging our Grades 3-7 and
Keshet students in true virtual learning.

Thanks to those who helped sort through the 60
years of TSS that was in the attic: Pam Bain, Brad
Sklar, Joan Lowy, Chuck Wallach, Barry Tornick,
Dayle Treece, Iris Talesnick, Leslie Zucker and
Hank Rottenberg.
Thanks to the herculean volunteer efforts of Pam
Bain, Marc Bain, Amy Kass, and Religious School
Director, Mindy Rossman for sorting through the
mountains of educational materials.
Thanks to those who went to the shredding
events: Ellen Cohen, Doreen Salerno, Dayle
Treece, Leslie Zucker, Hy Kleinman, Judy Waller,
Bev Lerner, Chuck Wallach, Laura and Ron
Weening, and Mindy Rossman.
Thanks to the Going Forward Committee: Ellen
Lieberman, Stacie Sargis, Mike Weckstein,
Roberta Krumholz, Steve Marcus, Roger Held
and Sue Ellen Marcus who explored other
models and are searching for our “new” home.
If I left you out, it was not intentional, so I hope
you will forgive me.
Edythe
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Religious School...
As the New Year begins, I want to wish you all a
wonderful, happy and HEALTHY New Year. This
past year was a year that none of us would have
imagined or will easily forget.
With all of us experiencing our "new normal", our
children have also had to adjust their lives. We
are now teaching them virtually and they are
rising to the occasion.
The children in our Religious School have been
able to adjust to their at home learning. When I
was a Religious School student, paying attention
was definitely a challenge. Our children not only
pay attention in our virtual learning rooms, they
are retaining and comprehending all the
prayers and Judaica our amazing staff are
teaching. They rarely complain, they show up and
fully participate. Myself and their Teachers are
truly proud of them!
Thank you to all of the parents for their
encouragement and participation in our school.
We have a bunch of exciting virtual programs
planned for this year. Stay Tuned for more
information!
All the best,
Mindy

Temple Status Update
I am constantly being asked: “When is the
building sale closing date?” Like everything
else, it is a process. We are in the final piece
before we can close. We need to secure a
CCO (Continuing Certificate of Occupancy).
That requires 4 town inspectors (plumbing,
electrical, building and fire) plus a check of the
KnoxBox by the fire department. The
inspections have been completed and two
inspectors require a few minor changes.
Those corrections will be completed before
Thanksgiving so we can have them
reinspected in early December. Once we pass
those inspections we can get the CCO in a
few days. At that point we can close on the
sale.
We have 30 days after the completed sale to
dispose of the stuff in the Temple. We will be
posting stuff for sale and need a separate
point person for each type of item. Tables,
chairs, desks, bookcases, file cabinets etc.
We also are looking for someone with ebay
experience to assist us.
Please let me know if you are available to
help. My cell is 908 603-9908.
Thanks!
Edie

Have a Happy , Healthy
and Joyful Chanukah !
Office Staff
and
The Board of Trustees
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A favorite Hanukkah food is latkes or potato pancakes. Originally, the pancakes were made of cheese. From the custom of eating cheese delicacies grew
the custom of eating pancakes of all kinds. During the Middle Ages, Jews explained this custom by connecting it with the story of Judith which they linked
with the story of Hanukkah. Judith, according to legend, was a daughter of the
Hasmoneans. She fed cheese to the leader of the enemies of the Jews. He was
made thirsty by the cheese and began to drink much wine. When he grew quite
drunk she cut off his head. For this reason, it was said, Jews eat cheese delicacies on Hanukkah.

Dreidel
Dreidel is a derivative of a German word meaning “top” and the game is an adaptation of an old gambling game. Hanukkah was one of the few times of the year when rabbis permitted games of chance.
The dreidel, therefore, was a natural candidate for Hanukkah entertainment.
The four sides of the top bear four Hebrew letters: nun(b), gimel (d), hei (v) and shin (a). Players would
begin by “anteing” certain number of coins, nuts, or other objects. Each one in turn would then spin the
dreidel and proceed as follows: nun (“nichts”) – take nothing; gimel (“ganz”) – take everything; hei
(“halb”) – take half; shin (“shtell”) – put in.

A FEW MORE OF OUR TRICKY TRAY GIFTS
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News From
SISTERHOOD
Greetings from Sisterhood:
Wishing everyone a bountiful Chanukah as well a
Happy, Healthy and Safe New Year.

This has certainly been a crazy year. At this time
we’re still feeling our way through maintaining a
virtual Temple as well as a virtual Sisterhood.
We’re not even sure what that means or what it
will look like yet, but we could use your help to
figure it out.
If you have not yet joined Sisterhood, it is still not
too late. You can complete the Sisterhood
membership form that is located on the next page.
Sisterhood membership dues remains at $36. You
do not need to be a Temple member to join
Sisterhood. We invite you to join us at our monthly
meetings, which are held at 7:30 on the 2nd
Monday of every month.

Virtual Hanukkah Cooking
Demo | Jewish Federation of
Greater Metro
Wednesday, December 2, 2020
7:45 pm
Please go to:

Yours in Sisterhood,
Lori Weshnak-Needleman

https://www.jfedgmw.org/
cooking-demo

Please see

Page 12
to sign up for
Sisterhood/ Brotherhood
Membership
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News From SISTERHOOD
To Join Sisterhood please fill out and mail in this form.
Sisterhood Dues: $36
NAME:____________________________________________________________________

ADDRESS:_________________________________________________________________
PHONE NUMBER: Cell_______________________ Home__________________________
EMAIL:____________________________________________________________________
Mail to: Lori Weshnak-Needleman
23 Tulip Rd
Springfield, NJ 07081

News From BROTHERHOOD
To Join Brotherhood please fill out and mail in this form.
Brotherhood Dues: $36
NAME:_____________________________________________________________________
ADDRESS:__________________________________________________________________
PHONE NUMBER: Cell_______________________ Home__________________________

EMAIL:_____________________________________________________________________
Mail to: Steve Lander
42 Hemlock Terrace
Springfield, NJ 07081
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A FEW MORE OF OUR GIFT BASKETS

Please don’t give
up!
The Tricky Tray will
definitely be held
as soon as our
Governor approves
congregating in
large groups. Stay
tuned. I want these
beautiful
merchandise
packed baskets out
of my home as
much as you want
to win them!!
Roberta
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Playground Bricks
To pick up your playground bricks please call
Dayle Treece.
They have been removed from the original
spot and are now lined up on the sidewalk
across the driveway from the playground.
If you see a brick for someone you know,
please call them to let them know they are
available or offer to pick it up for them.

Correspondence:
Just a reminder to let you know I will be continuing
to send “Get Well” and “Condolence” cards.
Please let me know if there are any cards you wish
to have me send from the Board of Trustees.
Thanks, Dayle

Please contact Dayle by phone 908-2338773 or an e-mail dayletreece@gmail.com
letting her know which bricks you have
picked up, and those you would like to pick
up. Leftover bricks will unfortunately have to
be discarded.
I should be notified as well if someone can't
get here and wants them..

Burial Plots
Temple Beth Ahm Yisrael is offering a special rate for Cemetery plots for Temple Sha’arey Shalom
congregants. They own a large area of the menorah section of the East Ridgelawn Cemetery on
the west side of Passaic Avenue in Clifton. I own several plots there and need to purchase more.
This is why I contacted Temple Beth Ahm and am able to offer the following to our congregants.
The costs are:
$1600 for the purchase of one plot.
$1500 each for two plots
$1400 each for three or more plots.
$1250 each for six or more plots.
We will qualify for these prices if we purchase these plots as a group. But, you will
(individually) own these plots. There is no group ownership. The only stipulation moving
forward is that no financing is available. Also, you must be of the Jewish faith to be
buried in this cemetery. Please call me directly.
Felice Schneier.
908-337-3947
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Happy Anniversary!

DECEMBER
Laurie Ben-Israel

DECEMBER

Andi Bergman
Matthew Cohen

Vivienne & Robert Cohen

Isai Fishkin

Karen & Gary Kerstein

Mara Friedman

Toby & Mark Sperber

Samuel Gray
Mark Hurwitz
Jason Kessler
Ellen Lieberman
Larry Maslow
Jonah Miller
Larry Needleman

Arlene Newman
Wilma Rubinstein
Leah Sklar
Michael Strum
Myrna Wasserman
Marilyn Weiss
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YAHRZEITS - We remember our family and friends
December 4, 2020

December 25, 2020

Esther Cohen, mother of Rita Fink

Ruth Seltzer, mother of Herbert Seltzer

Yetta Cooper

Sadie Smith, grandmother of Doreen

Mildred Horn
Barbara Kass, mother of Brian Kass

Salerno
Norman Stromeyer, brother-in-law of

Mary Reback, family of Paul Landow

Vivienne Cohen

Herman Rubin, father of Wilma

brother-in-law of Beth Kaplan

Rubinstein
Sally Schwartz, mother of Michael
Schwartz
Bernice Smith, mother of Diane Gianas
Saul Snepar, family of Elaine Sobel
Jack Trugman, father of Pamela Bain

father of William Stromeyer
father of David Stromeyer
Rae Weshnak, grandmother of Lori
Weshnak-Needleman
Rosa Zabludovsky, mother of Shraga
Zabludovsky

David Ben-Israel, husband of Edythe
Ben-Israel
Joseph Blackman, grandfather of Sandra
Eberle
Anna Burstein, mother of Margot
Schwartz

William Buttery, husband of Doris
Buttery
Lee Einhorn, mother-in-law of Sandy
Einhorn
grandmother of Marci EinhornHardy
Herbert Forman

December 11, 2020
Mildred Barnett, mother of Peter
Barnett
Harry Burstein, father of Margot
Schwartz
Vivian Daniels, mother of Scott Daniels

December 18, 2020
Gussie Furst, mother of Harriet &
Arthur Ginsberg
David Horowitz
Louis Kampf, father-in-law of Corinne
Kampf

David Goldstein, grandfather of Barbara
Goldstein
Emma Gross, mother of Harriet Tesse
Rabbi Martin Halpern, father of
Nachama Loeshelle
Lee Halper, mother of Muriel Klinger

Asya Fishkin mother of Isai Fishkin

Samuel A. Karp

Joseph Fulmer, father of Barbara Ravitz

Joseph Kramer, brother of Doris Buttery Morton G. Kramer, father of Lenore

Lena Grossbarth

Keefe Kramer, father of Doris Buttery

William Ingberman, grandfather of

Morton Kreitchman, father of Robin

Jeanne Graulich
Frances Kiesel, mother-in-law of Audree
Kiesel
Julius Krumholz, father of Arnold
Krumholz
Lillian Mellilo, aunt of Leon Silver
Mildred Raphael, mother of Beth Kaplan

Walters
Benjamin Kurs
Sheila Miller, sister of Bruce Miller

Helen Karafka, aunt of Melvyn Schlosser
Mohr
Pearl Krongelb, grandmother of Marci

Calderon
Marilyn Woodside Lamm, sister of
Heather Schlosser

aunt of Jonathan & Alyson Miller Clara Laufer, grandmother of Sylvia
Jeanne Resnick, aunt of Shelley
Gornstein
Judith Rosen, sister of Gloria Glanzer

Kessler
Milton Leibowitz, father of Laura
Weening

mother of Vivienne Cohen

Paul Sandler, cousin of Hyman Kleinman Mary Schlosser, mother of Melvyn

grandmother of William

Abe Schwartz, husband of Margot

Stromeyer
grandmother of David
Stromeyer
Ruth Reiter, mother of Sally Goldstein
Samuel Rubin, father of Cindy Schnabel
Esther Schaffer, mother of Hazel Scherb
Boris Schwartz, brother-in-law of Margot
Schwartz

Schwartz
Martin Sherman, father of Gary
Sherman
Samuel Waterman, father of Maxine
Gleicher
Frieda Wink, aunt of Muriel Klinger

Schlosser

Murray Stoller, great uncle of Jodi
Silverstein
great uncle of Howard Schickler
Celia Wild, grandmother of Cara Harms
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We gratefully thank you for these Gifts and
Donations
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DESIGNATED FUNDS
We gratefully thank you for these Gifts and
Donations

Please make all Designated Funds checks payable to Temple Sha’arey Shalom, not the name of the fund. Thank you.

Stan Newman, husband of Arlene Newman

ADULT AND CONGREGATIONAL EDUCATION FUND

Richard Perlmutter, beloved of Edythe Ben-Israel

In honor of Rabbi Renee for her kindness and support.
In appreciation of her as Rabbi and Educator, from
Naomi Yablonsky and Family

Harry Morgan, grandfather of Edythe Ben-Israel
Nahum Gray, father of Samuel Gray
George Ginsberg, father of Bea Slater
Milton Raff, father of Leslie Kaston
Sophie Hershkowitz Traum, mother of Martin Traum
Joseph Slater, father-in-law of Beatrice Slater
Jack Trugman, father of Pamela Bain
Max Stein, grandfather of Gary Dushkin
Philip Dushkin, father of Gary Dushkin
Max Dushkin, grandfather of Gary Dushkin

GENERAL FUND
In memory of Jerry Yablonsky, beloved husband,
father, and grandfather, from Naomi Yablonsky, Lauren
and Brian Hertz, Bruce and Praf Yablonsky, Aidan
Yablonsky and Keira Yablonsky
To Seth Kenter, in memory of your brother, from Iris
Talesnick
To Bobbie Brown, good luck in your new home, from
Iris Talesnick

Marvyn Jaffe, brother of Myrna Wasserman
Edna Jaffe, mother of Myrna Wasserman

R & V COHEN HUNGER RELIEF FUND

Norman Stromeyer, brother-in-law of Vivienne Cohen

To the Barg Family, in loving memory of our dear friend
Phyllis Barg, from Vivienne and Bob Cohen

Mildred Raphael, mother of Vivienne Cohen

To Lois Schneider, in memory of your dear sister Phyllis
Barg, from Vivienne and Bob Cohen
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Plant a tree in Israel in
Memory or in Honor
Of a loved one.
See form on page 21.
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Celebrating over 50 Years of Reform Jewish Commitment
Rabbi: RENEE EDELMAN
Rabbi Emeritus: JOSHUA GOLDSTEIN
Cantor: JASON ROSENMAN
Cantor Emerita: AMY DANIELS
Director of Education: MINDY ROSSMAN
President: EDYTHE BEN-ISRAEL

78 So. Springfield Avenue • Springfield, NJ 07081
(973)379-5387 • www.shaarey.org • office@shaarey.org

Designated Funds Form
Through the centuries, Jews have maintained the custom of commemorating occasions of joy and sorrow by making
special contributions to their temples. Contributions may be made announcing joyous events, in honor of special
occasions, in memory of the departed, or as an expression of sympathy or gratitude. Temple Sha’arey Shalom has
established several funds for this purpose. As many congregants may be unaware of the various funds, we have
listed them for your guidance,

Payments can be made by Check (made payable to “Temple Sha’arey Shalom” not the individual fund name), also by
cash, and mailed to the Temple office. To speed up recognition of gift email the information to Judy Waller at
mrlnwaller@yahoo.com

Donation Amount:
□
□
□
□
□
□
□

$18

$36

$50

Adult & Congregational Education Fund
Ann L. Bialos Caring Fund for the Needy
Cantor’s Discretionary Fund
General Fund
Kiesel Family Israel Scholarship Fund
Moesch Family Youth Scholarship Fund
Prayer Book Fund (contact temple office)

$100

$180

$360

Other ______

□ R & V Cohen Hunger Relief Fund
□ Rabbi’s Discretionary Fund
□ Rabbi’s Joshua Goldstein Scholar/Artist
In Residence Fund
□ Religious School Enrichment Fund
□ Ritual Fund
□ Tzedek Fund
□ Torah Restoration Fund

To order a tree, please see the order form, in the Scroll, on our Website, or email the office:
scroll@shaarey.org and one will be sent to you.
Or call the Temple office for more information 973-379-5387.
Occasion _________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________
Acknowledgement to be sent to __________________________________________________________
Address ________________________________________________________________________________
Your Name _____________________________________________________________________________
Address ________________________________________________________________________________
Phone Number ____________________________________________________

December, 2020
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Website: russikoffllc.com
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TREE PLANTING FORM
Please call the Temple Administrator at 973-379-5387or mail the form to:
Temple Administrator—Temple Sha’arey Shalom, 78 S. Springfield Avenue, Springfield, NJ 07081
Please make check payable to Temple Sha’arey Shalom (order will not be processed without check)
FAMILY NAME __________________________________________________ PHONE _______________________________
ADDRESS ________________________________________________________________
We wish to plant ______________ trees at $18.00 each

Enclosed $ ____________

In honor of _____________________________________ OR in memory of ________________________________________
Send tree certificate to:
NAME ________________________________________ ADDRESS _____________________________________________

Temple Sha’arey Shalom
78 South Springfield Avenue
Springfield, NJ 07081
Return Service Requested
Proudly affiliated with the
Union for Reform Judaism
Rabbi: Renee Edelman
Email: rabbirenee@shaarey.org
Rabbi Emeritus: Joshua Goldstein
Email: rabjogo@aol.com
Cantor: Jason M. Rosenman
Email: cantor@shaarey.org

Cantor Emerita: Amy Daniels
Email: cantoramydaniels@gmail.com
Dir. of Finances: Cindy Broderick
Email: bookkeeper@shaarey.org
Dir. of Education: Mindy Rossman
Email: preschool@shaarey.org
Dir. of Administration: Sandy Corritore
Email: scroll@shaarey.org
President: Edythe Ben-Israel
Email: president@shaarey.org
Temple Office: 973-379-5387
Website: www.shaarey.org

Temple Sha’arey Shalom affirms that all persons are of sacred
worth. As a Reform synagogue, we embrace the message of
God’s unconditional love for all people, regardless of sexual
orientation, gender identity, or race. Our congregation strives to
live the Reform Judaism credo of “open hearts, open minds, open
doors”. Welcome Home.

Candle Lighting and Onegs

